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Abstract: This paper is concerned with real-time trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance control using the avoidance
manipulability of redundant manipulators. We had proposed a new index to evaluate the shape-changing ability in the
configuration space while the manipulator’s hand tracks a desired trajectory. Using this index we construct a new real-
time configuration control system with the preview evaluation by introducing an imaginary manipulator at future time.
The proposed system has been evaluated by several simulations and real experiments on the view points of real-time
configuration optimization and feasibilities of the whole control system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Kinematically redundant manipulators have more De-
grees of Freedom (DoF) than necessary for accomplish-
ing a given task. Nowadays, redundant manipulators are
used for various kinds of tasks, for example, welding,
sealing, grinding and contact tasks. These kinds of tasks
require the manipulator to plan its hand onto the desired
trajectory and avoid its intermediate links from obstacles
existing near the target object and also the target object
itself. Based on this purpose, in this paper we construct a
system shown in Fig.1 which is able to operate any work-
ing object of whatever shape without any preparation.

There are many researches on motion and obstacle
avoidance of redundant manipulators discussing how to
use the redundancy. The proposed solutions to these
problems can be basically categorized as Global Methods
and Local Methods. In Global Methods, a method us-
ing potential function was presented [1]. Factor-Guided
algorithm that finds plans of motion from one arm con-
figuration to a goal arm configuration in 2D space was
presented [2]. In [3], Ahuactzin and Gupta proposed a
global method (Kinematic Roadmap) to find a series of
reachable configurations (a feasible path) from a given
initial configuration to goal position based on a con-
cept called “reachability”. Moreover, Global Methods
are computationally very expensive, and the computa-
tional cost increases rapidly as a function of the num-
ber of manipulator joints. Therefore, considering these
limitations, Global Methods are implemented only as an
off-line path/motion planning tool in the high level of
the manipulator control hierarchy. On the other hand,
to achieve the ability to adapt for dynamic environment,
the system must make every effort to be adaptable even
in an environment with limited information. This adapt-
ability requires that the system be flexible for the chang-
ing environment and could be realized with a real-time
measurement ability. Such methodologies are called Lo-
cal Methods. Various approaches of the real-time obsta-
cle avoidance for redundant manipulators were presented

Fig. 1 Processing System for Unknown Object

[4],[5]. Real-time singular configurations avoidance was
presented [6]. In general, Local Methods are mainly used
to deal with moving obstacles in an unstructured dynamic
environment.

Up to now, the manipulability ellipsoid[7] was pre-
sented to evaluate the static performance of a robot ma-
nipulator as an index of the relationship between the an-
gular velocities at each joint and the linear velocity at the
end-effector of the manipulator. Also, the manipulability
measure was addressed for cooperative arms [8]. Espe-
cially, the manipulability measure was used in real-time
control [9]. However, the manipulability ellipsoid is just
based on kinematics; the manipulator dynamics are com-
pletely ignored. The manipulating force ellipsoid [10]
was presented to evaluate the static torque-force trans-
mission from the joints to the end-effector, while the dy-
namic manipulability ellipsoid [11] was presented as an
index of the dynamic performance of a robot manipulator
beased on the maximum acceleration of the end-effector.
Combining the manipulating force ellipsoid with the dy-
namic manipulability, the inertia matching ellipsoid [12]
was proposed to characterize the dynamic torque-force
transmission efficiency.

Our research just pursues the adaptable system cate-
gorized in Local Method. Fig.1 shows an on-line shape
detection/processing system. In Fig.1, the camera and the
manipulator’s hand are supposed to move synchronously
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to achieve an on-line adaptive operation depending on the
real-time information of limited known environment (the
changing shape and position of target object) obtained
by this moving camera. The unknown environment out-
side the range of the camera changes as the process pro-
gresses. The range area of the camera is limited and the
size of the target object is not limited, so it is reasonable
to assume that the camera range is smaller than the ob-
ject size. Then, once there appears an obstacle suddenly
in the scene of camera, the manipulator must change its
shape as quickly as possible so that it can avoid this obsta-
cle. In addition, Local Methods have such merits as less
computation and real-time adaptability. This requires the
manipulator possess the ability to avoid this moving ob-
stacle suddenly appearing in the limited camera range by
changing its shape quickly. Therefore, it is very neces-
sary and meaningful to keep the optimal shape-changing
ability of the redundant manipulator in the whole on-line
working process (trajectory tracking and obstacle avoid-
ance).

The manipulability ellipsoid had been proposed to
evaluate the easiness of the end-effector of the manip-
ulator arbitrarily changing its position and orientation.
The avoidance manipulability concept [13] was derived
inspired from the manipulability ellipsoid and was firstly
presented in our previous research, which just was used to
evaluate the shape-changing ability of each intermediate
link except the end-effector. However, in [13], the avoid-
ance manipulability ellipsoid just evaluated the shape-
changing ability of each intermediate link but did not
evaluate the avoidance manipulability of the whole ma-
nipulator.

Therefore, firstly, we introduce an index to evaluate
the avoidance manipulability of the whole manipulator
by defining the sum of volume of each avoidance ma-
nipulability ellipsoid corresponding to each intermediate
link, which is called “AMSI”(Avoidance Manipulability
Shape Index) [14]. Then, considering the potential spaces
along the target object’s shape along with the AMSI, we
propose another new index called “AMSIP”(Avoidance
Manipulability Shape Index with Potential). Finally, us-
ing “AMSIP”combining with 1-Step Genetic Algorithm
(GA) [15] to solve the on-line optimization problem of
multi-peak and time-varying AMSIP distribution, we re-
alize a new processing system with optimized adaptabil-
ity for avoidance ability while its hand tracks the desired
trajectory on the object with limited information with the
target’s shape.

2. AVOIDANCE MANIPULABILITY

Representing the vector of position and orientation of
each link by ri ∈ Rm(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) where m denotes
the dimension of working space, n denotes the number
of links of manipulator. Representing the vector of joint
angles by q = [q1, q2, · · · , qn]T . ri is given by (1) as a
function of q.

ri = f i(q), (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) (1)

By differentiating (1) by time t, we can obtain (2).

ṙi = J i(q)q̇ (2)

In (2), J i(q) ∈ Rm×n is Jacobian matrix differentiated
ri by q. Here we discuss the case that desired trajectory
rnd and desired velocity of the manipulator’s hand ṙnd

are given as primary task. Then, according to (2) we can
obtain q̇ realized by ṙnd.

q̇ = J+
n ṙnd + (In − J+

n Jn) 1l (3)

where Jn is Jacobian matrix differentiated rn by q, J+
n

is pseudo-inverse of Jn, In is n×n unit matrix, and 1l is
an arbitrary vector satisfying 1l ∈ Rn. The left super-
script “1”of 1l means the first sub-task executed by using
redundant degrees of freedom. If the rest redundant de-
grees of freedom can execute another sub-task besides the
first sub-task, we define it by 2l, which indicate the avoid-
ance action in higher dimension [13]. The following defi-
nitions about left superscript “1”are also. In the right side
of (3), the first term is the solution to make �q̇� minimize
in the space of q̇ while realizing ṙnd. The second term is
joint angle velocity component that can change the ma-
nipulator’s configuration regardless with the influence of
ṙnd. When the first avoidance sub-task is given to the i-
th link, in other words, the first demanded velocity 1ṙdi

is determined by an avoidance control system of higher
level depending on geometric relation of a manipulator
with an obstacle. The relation of 1ṙdi and ṙnd is shown
in (4) by substituting (3) into (2).

1ṙdi = J iJ
+
n ṙnd + J i(In − J+

n Jn) 1l (4)

Here we define two variables shown in (5) and (6).

∆1ṙdi
�
= 1ṙdi − J iJ

+
n ṙnd (5)

1M i
�
= J i(In − J+

n Jn) (6)

According to (5) and (6), ∆1ṙdi can be rewritten by (7).

∆1ṙdi = 1M i
1l (7)

In (7), ∆1ṙdi is represented by the first avoidance veloc-
ity and 1M i is a Rm×n matrix represented by the first
avoidance matrix.

Next, we will represent the avoidance munipulability
measure and the avoidance munipulability ellipsoid. Pro-
viding that 1l is restricted as �1l� ≤ 1, then the extent
where ∆1ṙdi can move is denoted by (8).

∆1ṙT
di(

1M+
i )T 1M+

i ∆1ṙdi ≤ 1 (8)

If rank(1M i) = m, the ellipsoid represented by (8) is
named as the first complete avoidance manipulability el-
lipsoid. If rank(1M i) = p < m, the ellipsoid is named
as the first partial avoidance manipulability ellipsoid.
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Fig. 2 Preview Control System

3. PREVIEW CONTROL SYSTEM
Preview control system is a configuration control

method, which is is shown in Fig.2. t denotes the current
time, t∗ denotes the future time and t∗ is forwarder than
t by t̃ (t̃ = t∗ − t). Here, t̃ is called “preview time”. Pre-
view control system consists of a real-time measurement
block, a planning block, a redundancy control block and
a redundant manipulator. Firstly, the measurement block
can detect the desired hand position rd(t∗) on the surface
of working object (target object) at future time t∗. Next,
the planning block outputs the future joint angles q̃d(t∗)
satisfying non-collision corresponding to the future de-
sired hand position rd(t∗) (at future time t∗) referring to
potential spaces. This is called “imaginary manipulator”.

Here, we need to introduce the potential spaces,
which are detected by camera and are created around
the working object’s shape automatically at the planning
block. As shown in Fig.3, the potential spaces uk(k =
0, 1, 2, · · · , nk) are set along the working object’s shape
with the interval of ∆h, here nk denotes the number
of potential spaces. And the potential values vk(k =
0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , nk) denote the dangerous extent, which are
defined by v0 < v1 < v2 < · · · < vnk

< 0. That is
to say, if the distance with the working object becomes
nearer, the potential value will become smaller. In addi-
tion, the specified points are placed on each link of the
manipulator, and the coordinates of the specified points
are represented by sij(xij , yij)[i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n; j =
1, 2, · · · , ni] where n denotes the number of manipula-
tor’s links and ni denotes the sum number of the specified
points in i-th link. Evaluation value a(sij) of specified
point sij is defined by (9).�

a(sij) = vk sij∈uk

a(sij) = 0 otherwise
(9)

Total potential value U of the imaginary manipulator’s
shape at future time t∗ is defined by (10).

U =
n�

i=1

ni�
j=1

a(sij) (10)

At last, according to (11), the control block outputs
the desired joint angular velocity q̇d(t) that is required to
make the current shape of actual manipulator q(t) close
the future optimal shape of imaginary manipulator q̃d(t∗)
with the optimal shape-changing ability based on non-
collision when the desired velocity of the manipulator’s
hand ṙd(t) is given.

q̇d(t) = J+
n (q)ṙd(t) + [In − J+

n (q)Jn(q)]v(t) (11)

�

Fig. 3 Potential Spaces and Desired Hand Trajectory

where, v(t) is an important arbitrary vector satisfying
v(t) ∈ Rn through which trajectory tracking and obsta-
cle avoidance can be executed simultaneously using red-
uandancy. In this paper, v(t) is determined to make the
current shape of actual manipulator q(t) close the future
optimal shape of imaginary manipulator q̃d(t∗), so it is
defined by (12).

v(t) = Kv[q̃d(t
∗) − q(t)] (12)

where, Kv is a positive definite diagonal matrix repre-
senting gains, that is, Kv = diag[kv1, kv2, · · · , kvn].
Here, please notice that the future optimal shape of imag-
inary manipulator q̃d(t∗) used to control the current
shape of actual manipulator is the really optimal shape,
which possesses the better avoidance manipulability of
the whole manipulator based on non-collision. The eval-
uation of avoidance manipulability of the whole manipu-
lator will be introduced in next section.

4. AVOIDANCE MANIPULABILITY
SHAPE INDEX (AMSI)

Here, we will present the avoidance manipulability
shape index (AMSI) expressed by sum shape-changing
ability of all intermediate links. The shape-changing abil-
ity of intermediate link can be evaluated by avoidance
manipulability ellipsoid. The volume of avoidance ma-
nipulability ellipsoid will determine the extent of shape-
changing ability. When the volume of avoidance manip-
ulability ellipsoid of i-th link is the largest, the shape-
changing ability of i-th link is the best. The volume of
avoidance manipulability ellipsoid (1Pi) of i-th link is de-
fined by (13).

1Vi = cm · 1wi (13)
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where, m denotes the dimension number, cm and 1wi are
defined by (14)and (15) respectively.

cm =




2(2π)(m−1)/2

1·3···(m−2)m (m : odd)
(2π)m/2

2·4···(m−2)m (m : even)
(14)

1wi = 1σi1
1σi2 · · · 1σim (15)

In (15), 1σi1, · · · , 1σim are the singular values of 1M i.
The largest 1Vi corresponds to the best avoidance ma-

nipulability of i-th link. However, each 1Vi just denotes
the extent of avoidance manipulability of each intermedi-
ate link. For evaluating the avoidance manipulability of
the whole manipulator, AMSI (Avoidance Manipulability
Shape Index) 1E is defined by (16).

1E =
n−1�
i=1

1Viai (16)

where, ai is defined by (17).

a1 = an−1 = 1[m−1], a2,3,···,(n−2) = 1[m−2] (17)
1V1 and 1Vn−1 denote the length, 1V2,3,···,(n−2) denote
square measure. By (17), 1E denotes an index without
unit. In addition, if manipulator’s hand can not reach the
desired position, we define 1E by (18).

1E = 0 (18)

5. AVOIDANCE MANIPULABILITY
SHAPE INDEXWITH POTENTIAL

(AMSIP)
Although avoidance manipulability of the whole ma-

nipulator can be evaluated by using AMSI, the collision
possibility is on the increase because it does not consider
the distance between the manipulator and the target ob-
ject. In addition, in section 3, we introduced the evalua-
tion index using potential spaces created around the tar-
get object’s shape to roughly judge the distance between
the manipualtor and the target object. Therefore, we de-
fine the optimal evaluation index considering avoidance
manipulability and potential, which is called “Avoidance
Manipulability Shape Index with Potential”(AMSIP).

1S = 1E + U (19)

(a) 3-D AMSI distribution
(b) Manipulator’s optimal config-
uration based on AMSI

Fig. 4 3-D AMSI distribution and manipulator’s optimal configura-
tion based on AMSI when the hand is fixed at C

(a) 3-D AMSIP distribution (b) Manipulator’s optimal config-
uration based on AMSIP

Fig. 5 3-D AMSIP distribution and manipulator’s optimal configu-
ration based on AMSIP when the hand is fixed at C

Next, we will verify that AMSIP is more effective
than AMSI by comparison. When the manipulator’s hand
moves to position C in Fig.4(b), the distribution of AMSI
about q1 and q2 is shown in Fig.4(a), and the distribution
of AMSIP is shown in Fig.5(a), where q1 and q2 are joint
angles of link1 and link2 respectively and they consti-
tute redundancy space of joint angles, q3 and q4 are de-
termined depending on the hand position once q1 and q2
are confirmed. Comparing Fig.4(a) with Fig.5(a), the ob-
vious difference can be found that the shapes of Peak∗

of 1S are smaller and thiner than the shapes of Peak
of 1E, moreover there are lots of area corresponding
to 1S < 0 in AMSIP distribution. This fact just indi-
cates that AMSIP depending on the area of 1S < 0 can
avoid the collision successfully. According to Fig.4(b)
and Fig.5(b), which denote the manipulator’s optimal
configurations corresponding to Peak1 and Peak1∗ re-
spectively, we can find that AMSIP can avoid collision
with higher avoidance manipulability. Therefore, we ver-
ify that AMSIP is more effective than AMSI.

6. TRAJECTORY TRACKING CONTROL
BASED ON AMSIP

6.1 Real-time Optimization Using 1-step GA
The desired hand trajectory is shown in Fig.3, where,

the surface of target object is structured by a concave
from A to F. How to search on-line the changing optimal
shape q̃d(t∗) is a key problem. Among the many solu-
tions, 1-step GA is used to realize real-time optimization
(searching q̃d(t∗)) instead of traditional Conjugate Gra-
dient method. In next subsection, we introduce 1-step
GA.

6.2 1-step GA
Providing the structure of the manipulator is 4-link,

n = 4, and the dimension of the space m = 2 as shown
in Fig.3, the redundant degree is n − m = 2. Giving
this redundant degree to q1 and q2, the rest joint valu-
ables q3 and q4 are determined depending on the hand
task trajectory rd(t). The AMSIP value F at future time
t∗ can be expressed as F (q(t∗)) through joint valuables
of q(t∗) = [q1, q2, q3, q4]T .

The highest peek qmax(t∗)

qmax(t∗) =
�
q(t)

�� max
q∈L

F (q(t∗))
�
, (20)
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indicates the most effective configuration evaluated by
AMSIP at time t∗, where L means redundant space of
q1 and q2.

F (q(t∗)) is used as a fitness function in Genetic Al-
gorithm (GA) to find qmax through i-th gene (i =
1, 2, · · · , p) of j-th generation, qi,j(t∗),

qmax
j (t∗) =

�
qi,j(t

∗)
�� max

i
F (qi,j(t

∗))
�
. (21)

Assuming the time “ t∗ ” be fixed to one future time
the problem to find qmax(t∗) in the AMSIP distribution
through GA process can be described as

qmax
j (t∗) evolve−→ qmax(t∗), (j → ∞), (22)

where the above convergence to target pose qmax(t∗) can
be thought generally to be guaranteed with appropriate
parameter setting of GA.

To recognize qmax(t∗) in a dynamic distribution
changing by video rate, 33 [fps], the recognition system
must have real-time nature, that is, qmax

j (t∗) must con-
verge to the qmax(t∗). To give the GA process the real-
time nature, the evolving process

qi,j(t
∗) evolve−→ qi,j+1(t

∗ + ∆t) (23)

is executed only one time within the time interval of ∆t.
We named it as “1-step GA ”. Should the converging
speed of the model to the target in the dynamic images
be faster than the moving speed dqmax(t∗)/dt of the
qmax(t∗) in the dynamic distribution of F (q(t∗)) as time
t∗ passing, that is,

qmax
j+1 (t∗ + ∆t) − qmax

j (t∗)
∆t

>
dqmax(t∗)

dt
, (24)

then the qmax
j (t∗) exists in a vicinity of qmax(t∗) re-

gardless of the time of t∗ since GA’s tracking speed of
qmax

i (t∗) to qmax(t∗) is faster than the moving speed of
qmax(t∗). Therefore above condition allows us the fol-
lowing on-line measurement condition of 1-step GA op-
timization can be satisfied,

|qmax(t∗) − qmax
j (t)| < �, (25)

where � represents tolerable extent as a observing error.
We have confirmed that the above time-variant optimiza-
tion problem to solve qmax(t∗) maximizing F (q(t∗))
could be solved by 1-step GA through several experi-
ments. Here, please notice that qmax(t∗) is given to the
future optimal shape of imaginary manipulator q̃d(t∗) in
(12).

6.3 Analysis of Shape Optimization Control
For the desired hand trajectory from A to F shown

in Fig.3, the each part length of trajectory: LA−B =
LB−C = LC−D = LD−E = LE−F = 75[cm], the
coordinate of A is fixed at position (10[cm], 140[cm]),
the length of each link of manipulator: l1 = l2 = l3 =
l4 = 100[cm]. The velocity of trajectory tracking of ma-
nipulator’s hand is set by 7.5[cm/s] (ṙd = 7.5[cm/s]).
Preview time: t̃ = 10[s]. Firstly, when the manipulator’s
hand is fixed in B, the distribution of AMSIP based on

����

(a) Shape Changing Trajectory
on 1S Distribution

(b) Manipulator’s Shape Chang-
ing

Fig. 6 Manipulator’s Shape Changing Trajectory with A to B
����

(a) Shape Changing Trajectory
on 1S Distribution

(b) Manipulator’s Shape Chang-
ing

Fig. 7 Manipulator’s Shape Changing Trajectory with B to C
����

(a) Shape Changing Trajectory
on 1S Distribution

(b) Manipulator’s Shape Chang-
ing

Fig. 8 Manipulator’s Shape Changing Trajectory with C to D

global exploration is shown in Fig.6(a). The initial shape
at A can almost close the optimal shape at B. The actual
manipulator’s shape changing (AMSIP changing) from
A to B is shown in Fig.6(b). Similarly, when we consider
the trajectory parts of B-C, C-D, D-E and E-F, the chang-
ing process of actual manipulator’s shape are shown from
Fig.7 to Fig.10, respectively. According to above discus-
sion and analysis, the effectiveness of shape optimization
control of trajectory tracking based on preview control
and 1-step GA is verified.

6.4 Simulations
The simulation results are shown in Fig.11. Fig.11(a)

shows the really desired AMSIP of imaginary manipu-
lator obtained by global exploration (scanning all redun-
dant spaces), whose whole changing process along vary-
ing trajectory is described by the curve called “maxi-
mum value”. Also, Fig.11(a) shows the optimal AM-
SIP of imaginary manipulator obtained by 1-step GA,
whose whole changing process along varying trajectory
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����

(a) Shape Changing Trajectory
on 1S Distribution

(b) Manipulator’s Shape Chang-
ing

Fig. 9 Manipulator’s Shape Changing Trajectory with D to E
����

(a) Shape Changing Trajectory
on 1S Distribution

(b) Manipulator’s Shape Chang-
ing

Fig. 10 Manipulator’s Shape Changing Trajectory with E to F

is described by the curve called “1-step GA value”. By
comparing “1-step GA value”with “maximum value”in
Fig.11(a), we can find that “1-step GA value”is almost
coincide with “maximum value”in the whole process, we
can verify feasibility of 1-step GA for real-time optimiza-
tion. Fig.11(b) shows the changing process of AMSI
(1E) and AMSIP (1S) of actual manipulator all the time,
from which we can find the actual manipulator can keep
good avoidance manipulability without collision in the
whole tracking process.

7. EXPERIMENT USING PA10
The real machine called “PA10”(Mitsubishi Heavy

Industry) has 7 DoF with 7-link and can work in 3-
dimension space, whose configuration is shown in Fig.12.
In this section, we will use this real machine to real-
ize real-time trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance
with higher shape-changing ability. The scenery of ex-
perient and the overview of working object is shown in
Fig.scenery and Fig.overview. In this experiment, the
preview time is set by 2[s] (t̃ = 2[s]), the desired hand
velocity is set by 5[cm/s] (ṙd = 5[cm/s]), the desired
trajectory is defined by (26).

rd =





rdx = −0.7 [m]
rdy = −0.5 + 0.05t [m]
rdz = 0.7 [m]

(26)

The whole experiment (trajectory tracking and obstacle
avoidance using PA10) will be finished in 20[s]. In ad-
dition, we constuct three potential spaces with ∆h =
10[cm], whose potential values are v1 = −10, v2 = −2
and v3 = −1 respectively. The potential value inside

(a) Evaluation of Imaginary Manipulator

(b) Evaluation of Actual Manipulator
Fig. 11 Results of Real-Time Configuration Optimiza-

tion

the working object is set by −10000 (v0 = −10000,
please notice v0 is used to judge whether the manipula-
tor’s links avoid the working object or not). The exper-
iment results are shown in Fig.15. From Fig.15, we can
find there exits no negative value of AMSIP in the whole
working process, whichever imaginary manipulator and
actual manipulator, which indicates that the hand of PA10
accomplishes the whole trajectory tracking without colli-
sion. From this experiment results shown in Fig.15 using
PA10, we verify the presented method can be used in the
real machine successfully.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new definition “Avoidance Manipula-

bility Shape Index”(AMSI) as an index being able to eval-
uate the avoidance manipulability of the whole manipu-
lator is presented. Moreover, “Avoidance Manipulability
Shape Index with Potential”(AMSIP) is presented as the
optimal evaluation considering avoidance manipulability
(AMSI) and potential (judging the distance between the
manipulator and the target object). According to AMSIP,
we can find the manipulator’s optimal shape with good
avoidance manipulability and non-collision. Finally, the
effectiveness of real-time optimization of manipualtor’s
shape based on AMSIP is verified by simulations and ex-
periment using PA10.
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